Walkthrough (version 1.0)
This walkthrough is for the True endings of the paths
If you are in a scene and the choices are not listed here,
it doesn‘t matter for the outcome which you choose.
- The only thing could change is the content of the scenes,
so if you want to see all you have to play with the choices around.

Some paths are done before the 10 days are over, so you can jump with the
„skip“ button direct to the endings. Also when you want to see all endings and
play just one character‘s path.
When you reach some endings, you‘ll get a menu where you have to choose
you‘re ending. This will happen when you reach the True ending for all
character‘s, but didn‘t play the harem scene. (Also needed to reach all endings.)

Sarah(low self-esteem) (submissive)
- slap her
- you will be the main hero
- no, in our story (...)
- stay in with the short costume
* cross-scene 3 possible
- grope her ass
- stare into her eyes
- grope her ass
* cross-scene 1 possible (available until the scene marked with +++)
- slap her ass
- watch longer or - disturb her
+++ () if cross-scene 1
∟force her to deep throat (+1 HC point)
∟let her do it
∟i will cover your face or – you will swallow my cum
- spank her or - don't
- fuck Sarah (+1 HC point) or - let her cum
* cross-scene 6 possible

Sarah
(high self-esteem) (dominant)
- grope her
- she will be the main heroine
- yes that's good
- make a comment about the scene
* cross-scene 2 possible (available until the scene marked with +++)
- play with her pussy
- watch longer or - disturb her
() if watch longer
∟don‘t
+++ () if cross-scene 2
∟let her taste it or – cum on her tits
- fuck sarah or - lick sarah ("lick" needed for cross-scene 5)
* cross-scene 5 possible (needed for cross-scene 7)
* cross-scene 7 possible
- pussy as one of the 2 choices

Anna
(high corruption) (blackmail)
- fuck this shit (...)
- punish her
∟spank her
∟that‘s enough
- punish her
∟help her
* cross-scene 1 possible
- don't
- take her anal virginity (+1 HC point) or - impregnate her
- talk back to Paul
() if 1 HC point earned before
- piss on her (Golden shower)
∟ give her the pill
or
- don't (In this scene you'll give her the pill automatically)

Anna
(low corruption) (love)
- say yes to yoga
- try some yoga with her
- do some yoga
∟just wait
* cross-scene 1 or 2 possible
- just cuddle (needed for cross-scene 5) or - let her continue
* cross-scene 5 possible (needed for cross-scene 7)
* cross-scene 7 possible

Jennifer
(high coolness) (drunk)
- get the vodka
∟give her more (+1 alc)
*cross-scene 3 possible
- get the vodka
∟ more (+1 alc)
- get her close to you or - get behind her
- cum on her face or - cum in her mouth
- here! Drink as much as you like
∟ leave the dildo(…) or – stick your dick (…) (+1 HC point)
- tell her

Jennifer
(low coolness) (sober)
- no alcohol
- no alcohol
- No. We don't need (...)
- let her suffer
* cross-scene 4 possible (available until the scene marked with +++)
+++ - elf-slut (needed for cross-scene 6)
∟ spank her
* cross-scene 6 possible
* cross-scene 7 possible
- maid or - secretary
∟ do not tease her 3 times

Cross-scenes
# 1 Handjob
Requirements:
Sarah (high self-esteem) and Anna (high corruption)

# 2 Handjob
Requirements:
Sarah (low self-esteem) and Anna (high corruption)

# 3 Jennifer force Sarah
Requirements:
Jennifer (high coolness) and Sarah (low self-esteem)

# 4 Paul and Jennifer
Requirements:
Jennifer (low coolness)
- speed up
- speed up
- speed up
- speed down
- speed up

# 5 Threesome bath
Requirements:
Sarah (high self-esteem) and Anna (low corruption)
- don't cum inside Anna

# 6 Elf-sluts
Requirements:
Sarah (low self-esteem) and Jennifer (low coolness)

Requirements:

# 7 Harem

Sarah (high self-esteem) and Jennifer (low coolness) and Anna (low corruption)

Endings
Requirements for a True Ending:
Play all scenes of a character of your choosen path (low or high …)
At Sarah‘s high selfesteem path you‘ll need to cum in her pussy
as one of the option in her last scene to get the True ending.
At Jennifer‘s high coolness path you need her to tell
about the pills in her last scene.
At Anna‘s high corruption path you‘ll need to give her the pill in her last scene.

#

Couple-ends (True endings) leftover character not True ending

01 Anna + Sarah (low corruption + high selfesteem without bath cross-scene)
02 Anna + Sarah (high corruption + low self-esteem)
03 Anna + Sarah (low corruption + low self-esteem)
04 Anna + Sarah (high corruption + high self-esteem)
05 Anna + Sarah (low corruption + high self-esteem with bath cross-scene)
01 Anna + Jennifer (high corruption + high coolness)
02 Anna + Jennifer (high corruption + low coolness)
03 Anna + Jennifer (low corruption + low coolness)
04 Anna + Jennifer (low corruption + high coolness)
01 Jennifer + Sarah (high coolness + low self-esteem)
02 Jennifer + Sarah (high coolness + high self-esteem)
03 Jennifer + Sarah (low coolness + low self-esteem - without elf cross-scene)
04 Jennifer + Sarah (low coolness + high self-esteem)
05 Jennifer + Sarah (low coolness + low self-esteem with elf cross-scene)
01 Anna + Jennifer + Sarah (with harem-scene)
(Just the harem scene required)
Anna
16 (High corruption - True ending - you don't gave her the "pill")
17 (High corruption - True ending - you gave her the "pill")
18 (Low corruption - True ending)

19 (Low corruption - normal ending)
20 (High corruption - normal ending)
difference if you came inside Anna or not
Sarah
21 (low self-esteem - True ending)
22 (high self-esteem - True ending)
23 (low self-esteem – normal ending)
difference if you came inside Sarah or not
24 (high self-esteem – normal ending)
difference if you came inside Sarah or not
Jennifer
25 (High coolness - True ending - told her that she forgot to take the pill)
26 (High coolness - True ending - don't told her that she forgot to take the pill
+ High coolness - normal ending)
difference if you came inside Jennifer or not
27 (Low coolness - True ending)
28 (Low coolness - normal ending)
difference when you use vibrator or not

